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Meroitic and Tocharian – from the point of view of a Tocharianist

Starostin A. Burlak

Mainstream contemporary Meroitic studies are currently engaged in the search for languages related to Meroitic, which would enable us to decipher it completely. Among these are the works of Clyde A. Winters, who postulates that Meroitic is genetically related to Tocharian A and B.

Tocharian languages are two extinct languages forming a sub-group of the Indo-European language family. In some works they are referred to as “dialects”, but in spite of this they differ sufficiently to be viewed as separate languages, cf. e.g. A ān ~ B ān̂ wén ‘new’; A e ~ B ān̂ wét ‘shoulder; A ē ~ B ēn̂ e ‘gift’, A pām̂ n̂ m ~ B bāttwí ‘stone’. The first two of these pairs demonstrate cognates; whereas the words of the third pair are formed with different suffixes from a single root; and only the words of the last pair go back to different protolanguage roots. One of the Tocharian A texts contains glosses in Tocharian B, which proves that neither of the Tocharian languages were fully understandable to the speakers of the other.

The self-designation of Tocharians is not exactly known. It is likely that the Tocharian A speakers called themselves “inhabitants of *ākūi (‘marches’), whilst the speakers of Tocharian B named themselves “inhabitants of *kuši (i.e. Kuča oasis)”; the name “Tocharians” was given to them by neighbouring peoples (Adams 2000). Manuscripts in these languages were found in Xingjiang (East Turkestan) along the trade route parallel to Tarim river and date back to 5th–8th centuries AD (most of them do not have a more precise dating). Texts in both Tocharian languages are mainly translations, or renderings of Indian Buddhist writings, and therefore the majority of known Tocharian vocabulary consists of words with abstract meaning which cannot be exactly specified. Most Tocharian manuscripts are heavily damaged; pages upon which more than half the original text remains are rare. This limits the possibility of using context in order to determine word meanings. Many attested Tocharian words are bāptā legomena, of unknown meaning. The vocabulary of both languages is full of loan-words which are themselves not recognised and etymologised. Additionally there are many words which may be either native or loan. The usage of Tocharian data in historical and comparative studies is hindered by these factors.

The Meroitic data used by Winters is ‘prepared’ to a great extent. As examples from original Meroitic texts show (cf. e.g. Griffith 1911), Meroitic words have a considerable length – 5–8 characters on average (some of the words were even longer in pronunciation because in the Meroitic writing system, as for example in the Indian writing systems, vowel a, apparently, was not written out, see Hintze 1973; Rilly 2007, 280–285). This can be inferred also from Meroitic proper names and titles rendered in other languages (first of all, Ancient Egyptian, Greek and Latin), cf. e.g. Nastān (a king’s name), Nāpāta (a place-name), kandaka (a title). However, the majority of words in Winters’ work (cf. vocabulary in Winters 1999, 378–383) only contain two or three letters; many lexemes contain only one. This gives rise to the suggestion that Winters divided some Meroitic words (where ‘word’ is a row of characters between two word-dividing symbols) into series of shorter words.

Such an approach is extremely doubtful from a methodological point of view. Where the morphemes used for proving the genetic relationship of languages are too short (1–2 phonemes), the probability that their resemblance is a mere coincidence increases greatly (Burlak and Starostin 2005, 90, 101). Indeed, the probability of finding, in a randomly-selected language, a chain of five phonemes (following each other in the required order) that has the required meaning is much lower than the probability of finding a chain of two phonemes having a certain meaning (or one that is comparable with it). Naturally, if words are highly likely to exhibit mere coincidences, they cannot prove the genetic relationship of languages. It arouses suspicion that the most impressive resemblance can be noticed among Meroitic and Tocharian ‘one-letter’ verb roots, such as t- “give” i- “go” and o- “begin”. It should be noted that these “Meroitic” words (as well as all the other lexemes cited in our work), consisting of such sounds and having such meaning, were postulated by Winters, only on the assumption that the Meroitic language must be genetically related to Tocharian.

According to Winters’ translation, most Meroitic lexemes have abstract meaning and such words are not likely to have plausible etymologies because semantic shifts in this lexical sphere are often rather remote and unpredictable; thus they can hardly be proven. Winters’ only sources of information about Tocharian languages are works by A. J. van Windekens on Tocharian etymology. It is well-known among Tocharianists that van Windekens pays little attention to the specification of meaning of Tocharian words, for he considers that rough knowledge of the word’s (or, more precisely, its root’s) semantics would suffice to find a plausible etymology for it. This is not the case, not only because it is extremely difficult to find parallels with absolutely identical meaning for abstract words, but also because when words

1 I am grateful to A. K. Vinogradov and C. Rilly for reviewing earlier drafts of this paper, for helpful comments and criticism and to E. Kelbert and A. Nair for correcting my English.

2 Cf. Winters 1999, and earlier works of this author (Winters 1984; 1989; 1998; 1998a), that were not available to us.

3 Cf. also the transliteration of the same Tameyidamani stela in Millet 1973.
having different meanings are compared, the probability of coincidence increases greatly (cf. Ringe 1992, 64-66; Burlak and Starostin 2005, 91-92, 106). In the latter case words which are too distant semantically to go back to the same ancestor-language antecedent can easily be considered cognates.

Given such presumptions, it is unsurprising that Winters could observe resemblances between Meroitic and Tocharian data. In fact, they may seem numerous and striking, cf. such “common roots” as Mer. art “praise” ~ Toch. A azer, B azer- “praise, love?”, Mer. e “give” ~ Toch. A e, B a: “id.”, Mer. i “go” ~ Toch. AB i: “id.”, Mer. y/ “is (sic) capable (of)” ~ Toch. AB azer “be capable of”, Mer. u “to guide, to conduct” ~ Toch. A w(a)n-, B wajal- “lead, guide, drive”, Mer. o “start, begin, commence” ~ Toch. A o(r), B arm- “begin, strike”, Mer. r “abandon, leave, send off” ~ Toch. AB ar-n-, “renounce, give up”, Mer. kal- “bear, endure, tolerate” ~ Toch. AB käl- “endure, bear”, Mer. j “alive, lives” ~ Toch. A azer, B arm- “live”, Mer. te 2 person pronoun ~ Toch. A in, B trave “thou”, Mer. tum “to bend, to incline” ~ Toch. AB nım- “id.” Additionally, the kingdom’s name, Kush, resembles the name of the Kuça Oasis (Toch. B *kas), as well as the name of one of the Kushite kings, Tasharqa, resembles the name of Tocharians.

In order to avoid one’s hypothesis becoming a circular argument, it is necessary to take care that its consequences do not disagree, not only with each other, but with all that is known so far about Meroites and Tocharians.

Even if we assume that the correspondences found by Winters are not mere coincidence, his hypothesis contains several contradictions of which the main one is chronological. The first dated Meroitic texts (pilgrims’ graffiti from the Amun temples at Kawa and Dokki Gel) can be dated to the beginning of the 2nd century BC (Rilly 2003, 46-48), which is more than 500 years earlier than the first Tocharian texts. Further, inhabitants of the Kushite kingdom (which flourished in the 8th – mid 7th century BC) are most likely to be native, not foreign, for as archaeological data shows their burial customs continue earlier traditions traced back to the Kerma Culture. According to the most recent archaeological work carried out by the University of Geneva, Kerma was founded around 2400 BC and did not undergo any dramatic ethnic or cultural changes until its final phase. Therefore the origin of Meroitic can now be placed very likely around this date, or even a little earlier (Rilly 2004).

It is not known exactly when Tocharians appeared in Xingjiang, but in any case, there must be a considerable amount of time between attested Meroites and Tocharians. Consequently, the difference between Meroitic and Tocharian must be significant — not only in the lexical sphere, but also in grammar and phonology, where regular phonetic correspondences must be observed. According to Winters’ hypothesis, phonetic correspondences between Tocharian and Meroitic appear to be trivial (cf. examples above). When corresponding phonemes are not identical, it is almost always a simplification: thus, Meroitic velars and uvulars correspond to Tocharian k (both Tocharian languages lack uvulars and other velars), Tocharian long and short a corresponds to the only Meroitic a, for example, cf. Mer. lok “(from) [al]fār” ~ Toch. A lok, B läuke “far (off); away” (k corresponds to k) and Mer. dja “to learn” ~ Toch. AB ākā “learn” (h corresponds to k), Mer. dja ~ Toch. AB ākā (d corresponds to d) and Mer. astra “hero” ~ Toch. A astār “id.” (a corresponds to a). At the same time similar lexemes are numerous, including such rather non-basic words as “hero”,

Such a picture is not likely to be observed when we are dealing with distant genetic relationship. Rather, we should expect, firstly, several phonetic correspondences to be distributions (of the type of “X yields Y, on condition P, but Z, on condition Q”), and secondly shared lexical items to be more numerous in basic vocabulary (i.e. words such as “go”, “sun”, “hand”) than in cultural lexical sphere. Moreover, words having concrete meanings (such as “give”) should be more semantically similar than abstract words (like “endure, tolerate”), because abstract meanings undergo changes and shifts more easily and frequently than concrete ones and even when languages are undoubtedly related, the examples of cognates having absolutely identical abstract meanings are rather rare.

The Meroitic language, according to Winters’ interpretation, appears to be more closely related to Tocharian A than to Tocharian B, cf. Mer. el “gift” ~ Toch. A el “id.” (but B āf), Mer. astra “hero” ~ Toch. A astā “id.” (but B āf), Mer. nātka “the lord”~ Toch. A nātka “id.”, Mer. nj “and” ~ Toch. A nj “id.” (Tocharian B has no cognates to the last two lexemes). But, for chronological and geographical reasons, Meroitic can hardly be more closely related to one of the Tocharian languages than to the other. The fact is that Tocharian languages exhibit more than 80% of cognates in basic vocabulary and therefore the divergence of Proto-Tocharian into Tocharian A and Tocharian B must be dated not earlier than 7th century BC (Burlak 2000, 9). Thus, each Tocharian language evolved independently for not more than 1.5 millennia. This is in full accordance with the level of difference between them not only in vocabulary but also in phonetics and grammar; all scholars agree that Tocharian

---

4 Forms and meanings of Tocharian words and stems here and below are given (where it is possible) according to the dictionary (Adams 1999), because in Winters’ paper, under discussion, the forms and meanings of Tocharian words are not cited.

5 In fact, this word means “strength”, “power” or the like (C. Rilly, pers. comm.).

6 The divergence of Proto-Tocharian into Tocharian A and Tocharian B was dated with the help of lexicostatistical method by S. A. Starostin (Starostin 2000); this method is greatly perfected “glottochronology” by M. Swadesh, and, in contrast to the latter, shows highly plausible results for the languages and families in which these results can be tested independently.
A and Tocharian B are closely related and form a sub-group. Moreover, it is not excluded that the divergence of Proto-
Tocharian should occur even somewhat later, namely, not much later than Buddhism reached Xingjiang (i.e. approxi-
mately 5th century BC). This is ascertained by the adoption of Buddhist loanwords in Tocharian: the earliest of them undergo the same changes as Proto-Indo-European words do, but their Proto-Tocharian prototypes cannot be recon-
structed, cf., e.g., A pāṭīṭha(ākh), B pāṭīṭhī “Buddha(-

god)” (*Sanskrit buddha- “Buddha”), where Sanskrit u yields (as well as Indo-Eur. *u) Proto-Tocharian “schwa” (*A a, B ā, but for all this Tocharian A form can only go back to Proto-Toch. *p̥ṭā, while Tocharian B form continues Proto-
Toch. *p̥ṭā (this corresponds to possible different interpre-
tation of final -aḥ( in loanwords from Sanskrit).

If Meroitic were more closely related to one of the
Tocharian languages than to the other, it then would have
separated from this Tocharian somewhere between Kush
and Xingjiang, some time after the divergence of Proto-
Tocharian, i.e. after 7th – 5th century BC: thus, not longer
than three to five centuries before Meroitic was written.
This period is only enough for them to have become different
dialects, not different languages. Meroitic should thus
be practically identical to one of the Tocharian languages,
in details of phonetics, morphology, syntax and even phra-
seology, i.e. a transliterated text in Meroitic should be intel-
ligible, without special training, to any Tocharianist, but,
obviously, this is not the case. Meroitic has quite a number
of words, grammar rules and even phonemes with no
direct parallels in Tocharian. Thus, if Meroitic translitera-
tion is correct (and Winters seems to agree with this), Meroitic
has such sounds as d, b, h [?, h [?], cf. Griffith 1911, 10;
Rilly 1999), which are absent in Tocharian languages. At
the same time, it has fewer vowels, only six (a, e, i, u, o and
schwa (cf. Hinz 1973, 322; Rilly 2007, 398–401), whilst
in both Tocharian languages, there is additionally ā and
Tocharian B has, besides this, diphthongs (at least, ai and an,
but more probably, also ei, oī, eu, etc.), Meroitic, as Winters
assumes, possesses markers in substantives, e.g. -nī- “his”,
- “your”, while both Tocharian languages lack such
markers. According to Winters (Winters 1999, 159), Meroitic
uses the following prefixes: p-, the prefix of reinforcement
(cf. Griffith, cf., e.g., Copt. ḫōēk “the slave”, ḫēbōk “this slave”, ḫēbōk “her slave”), the imperfect
prefix b- and the intensive prefix a-. The latter, alone, resembles
Tocharian, to some extent: in Tocharian languages, some

types of stems may attach a prefix A a(ā)-. B e(ī)-, which
can look like a- (ā-, and also ā- and e-). This prefix is usually
described as “intensive” (cf. Adams 1999, 82; Van Weneleens
1976, 154), but more thorough examination of words
formed by it shows that, rather, it had locative meaning, cf.,
e.g., A ṣābāk “for a long time” (< ṣābāk “long”), koyō “by
day, during the day” (< koyō “day”, sun), qoṃ- “at night” (<
wa “night”), B ṣpāk (adv) “in conversation” (< ṣpāk “con-
versation”), ehtvētī (adv) “ancw” (< ṣhiv “new”).

Both Tocharian languages possessed a homonymous,
negative prefix, besides this prefix (Adams 1999, 83), and
also an imperative prefix AB pū-, having no parallels in
Meroitic. The basic word order postulated by Winters for
Meroitic is SOV (subject – object – verb). Both Tocharian
languages (as well as other ancient Indo-European languages)
have free word order, slightly preferring SOV. Thus, the
phonetics and grammar of the Meroitic language (accord-
ing to Winters’ interpretation) appear to differ considerably
from both Tocharian languages.

Moreover, there is no archaeological evidence for popu-
lation movement in the 1st millennium BC in the areas in question.
Although Meroites were ethnically heterogeneous
(native inhabitants of the Nile valley, similar or even identi-
cal to pre-dynastic Egyptians... Negroids coming from south
and dominating in southern regions, Kushites, and perhaps
not numerous Libyans from the west” (Zavadovskij and
Katzenelson 1980, 21), no evident cultural change that could
 correlate with the change of native local language into for-
egn, “quasi-Tocharian” is observed in archaeological data.

Even if we assume that the moment of emergence of
Meroitic coincided with the first inscriptions written in it,
the Meroitic language would still be more similar to Proto-
Tocharian than to any attested Tocharian language, since
the period between Meroitic and Proto-Tocharian is only
three to five centuries, whilst the period between Meroitic
and Tocharian A or Tocharian B is much longer, at least
eight centuries. Winters’ own data contradicts this. In
general, it seems that Winters did not use any Proto-Tocharian


tioned by Winters from Tocharian A. This does not accord with Winters’ ideas, for he assumes that there are good reasons “to compare Meroitic successfully with Tocharian” (Winters 1999, 357) (he means precisely historical-linguistic comparison, aimed at establishing genetic relations between languages compared: as he writes in the same paragraph, “the comparative method is used by the linguist to determine the relatedness of languages” (ibid.)).

Hence it follows that there is an intrinsic contradiction in Winters’ hypothesis: Meroitic appears to be very closely related to Tocharian A and at the same time demonstrates almost no resemblance to other Indo-European languages (which are obviously related to Tocharian A, which can be easily traced back). It appears that Meroitic must have been singled out not earlier than the 2nd–3rd centuries BC (in order to have so many lexical resemblances with Tocharian A), but not later than end of the 3rd—beginning of 2nd millennium BC (in order not to contradict the archaeological data), and the latter date if far earlier than the former!

Now let us examine the results more closely of Winters’ comparison between Meroitic and Tocharian. Winters’ description of Meroitic draws a sharp distinction between this language and others, including the Indo-European family (in particular Tocharian).

It arouses suspicion when Winters postulates that verb markers of IIrd person plural and IIm person singular are homonymous, cf. e qe-ṭ “he gives renewal” (e qe “give renewal”) and e.t “you give” (e “give”). Furthermore, it is not explained how the author manages to choose the correct meaning in any given case. One and the same meaning can be expressed simultaneously by several different morphemes, cf. i- “he goes” (i “go, goes, leave”), but e qe-ṭ “he gives renewal” (e qe “give renewal”). The rules explaining how to make a choice between proposed variants are absent in Winters’ work.

Winters postulates a rather large sphere of meaning for many words, e.g.: ṭk “to be, to investigate, to move, to reflect”, ṭe.k “to know, to understand, to shout, to send”, mi “rain, libations, immiption, to drink”. The apparent parameters are too loose for really attested lexemes. Moreover, when words having such “wide” meanings are compared, it increases the possibility of finding in any randomly selected language (e.g. Tocharian) a word (having comparable sound form) the meaning of which would, by chance, coincide with a part of the meaning of the Meroitic word in question.

Within Winters’ hypothesis, there are many synonyms in Meroitic: ye and ye “is capable”, ṭph and ṭph “to aim, to take aim”, qe and ib “make”, ṭk (a homonym to ṭk “to be, etc.”, cited above) and ṭq “set in motion” and especially “quasi-synonyms”, i.e. words with partly identical meanings, cf. or “to bring out, produce, beget, arise” and ṭl “to produce, to call”, kæk “to know, to understand, to shout to send” and qn “knows, understands”, ar “praise” and ṭal “praise, extol”. There are still more words with partial resemblance in form and meaning, e.g.:

- ṭb “to learn” and ṭk “completes (sic), to learn, to teach, complement, supplement”
- ṭt “put, place, sit” and ṭw “put, place, set”
- ṭr “bear, endure, tolerate, scatter”, ṭl “bear, endure, tolerate” and ṭk “bear, endure, tolerate”
- ṭw “make”, ṭm “reach, do, make, act, attach” and ṭy “to make, to bring, to form”
- ṭt “rebirth, beget, be born reborn”, ṭni “the rebirth, to the rebirth”, ṭi “the rebirth” and tone “the rebirth”.

Evidently words in these groups exhibit no regular correlations. Winters’ hypothesis, therefore, forces the assumption that Meroitic has (and uses widely) such a method of word-formation as arbitrary sound changes, which is not attested in any real language. Furthermore, some of these words (according to the rules of regular phonetic correspondences assumed by Winters) appear to be cognates of several Tocharian words at once, e.g., Mer. ṭl/ and Mer. ṭk “bear, endure, tolerate” ~ Toch. AB ṭkult “endure, bear”. It is “a common error in proposals of D<instnt> G<netic> R<relationship>” of languages: “a single form/ etymology in one language cannot simultaneously be cognate with multiple forms in another language” (Campbell 2003, 280). For it were the case, this word would simultaneously go back to two different protolanguage words. The only possibility is that both different Meroitic words are etymologically related, “in effect, meaning only one cognition set” (ibid.).

This situation cannot be so, because it forces one to assume, that in Meroitic, words can arise (by means of irregular phonetic changes), having just the same meanings as words already existing in the language.

The resulting translation of Taneyidamani’s inscription looks rather odd. This long (161 lines) text, according to Winters’ translation, consists of varying repetition of the statement, that Taneyidamani is the refuge of all, the promise of success, rebirth and future renewal. It seems more likely, however, that such a long inscription of a ruler should contain a detailed account of his deeds: his conquests, his frontier defences, towns erected and/or temples, rich sacrifices and so on (cf., e.g., the inscriptions of Ancient Persian king Darius, or Napatan royal texts written in Egyptian, see (FHN I 1996). Endless repetition of almost identical exultations is typical of hymns in honour of gods (cf., e.g., most Vedic hymns). The text’s composition also appears strange: each line is a separate statement (sometimes two), without any semantic connection to neighbouring statements; and such means of text-connectedness, as conjunctions and anaphoric pronouns (notably well attested in Tocharian languages), are almost totally absent.

* As C. Rilly reports (pers. comm.), Taneyidamani’s stela indeed describes military campaigns, the crushing of rebellions and the consecration of temples and offerings, see further Rilly, this volume, 2-12.
Thus, we can see that neither Winters’ data, nor his results allow the admittance of a close genetic relationship between Meroitic and Tocharian.
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